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EGSA 
BUYING GUIDE

EVENTS

45,684
PAGE VIEWS/MONTH

21,047 
UNIQUE VISITORS

2:22 
SESSION TIME

25,576*

CIRCULATION

10 
ISSUES PER YEAR

54 MINUTES  
AVERAGE READ TIME

SIGNET ADSTUDY® REPORT  
– AUGUST 2021

25,123
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION

40.18% 
OPEN RATE

24.75%
CLICK THROUGH RATE 

41,300
DIGITAL CIRCULATION

4,000
PRINT CIRCULATION

7,200
CIRCULATION
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    If your company operates 
worldwide, request a 
media pack from our sister 
publication, Diesel Progress 
International, to see further  
advertising opportunities
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SOCIAL MEDIA

CIRCULATION BREAKDOWN

PRINT IS KNOWN TO DRIVE MORE ENGAGEMENT THAN 
DIGITAL, PRIMARILY DUE TO ITS ABILITY TO FORGE AN 

EMOTIONAL CONNECTION WITH THE READER

BY BUSINESS TYPE WHAT OUR READERS BUY**

BY COUNTRY/REGION

 70.3%   Original Equipment Manufacturer 

 14.6%   System Intergrators, Distribution, Services 

 6.3%   End Users/Fleet Operators (Operating Companies On 
and Off Highway) 

 6.1%   Consulting Engineers, Electrical & Mechanical 
Contractors/Naval Architects 

 2.6%   Other (Government/Military Regulatory Procurement 
or Operating Groups; Research Organizations; 
Technical Libraries and others allied to the field) 

 20,270 USA

 2,048 Canada

 174 Mexico

 2,580 Rest of the World (Digital)  

 63% Engines

 38% Engine Accessories (starters, alternators, etc.)

 38% Parts, Service, Remanufacturing

 37% Electronics/Controls/Instrumentation

 36% Engine Components (turbochargers, fuel injection, etc.)

 36% Exhaust Components

 35% Powertrain Components (transmissions, axles, driveshafts, etc.)

 33% Cooling Systems (radiators, fans, fan drives)

 29% Emissions Components

 27% Air/Fluid Filtration Systems

 26% Hydraulic Components

 82% Involved In One or More: Multiple responses permitted

**SIGNET ADSTUDY® REPORT – OCTOBER 2021FIGURES FROM MAY ISSUE 2022

Please indicate if you are involved, either as an individual or as 
part of a group or committee in the initiation, recommendation, 
specification, approval or purchase of any of the following 
products or services.
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MOBILE HYDRAULICS & POWER GENERATION

IF YOU ARE IN THE MOBILE HYDRAULICS OR POWER GENERATION 
BUSINESS, DIESEL PROGRESS SHOULD BE IN YOUR ADVERTISING PLAN

  JANUARY: 
Mobile Hydraulics for Compact Equipment and 
the Rental Markets. 
Bonus distribution: World of Concrete

  SEPTEMBER: 
34th Annual Mobile Hydraulics Supplement 
issue + Mobile Hydraulics for Autonomous 
Construction Equipment.  
Bonus distribution: Utility Expo (formerly 
ICUEE) and Diesel Progress Summit

  OCTOBER: 
Fluids and filtration.
Bonus distribution: Equip Exposition 
(formerly GIE+Expo) and Agritechnica

  FEBRUARY: 
Power Generation Portable Units. 
Bonus distribution: ConExpo-Con/Agg and 
IFPE

  APRIL: 
Power Generation Systems. 

  JULY/AUGUST: 
Power Generation Technology. 

  NOVEMBER/DECEMBER: 
Power Generation Systems.
Bonus distribution: International WorkBoat 
Show and PowerGen International

  EGSA BUYERS GUIDE:
The annual Electrical Generating Systems 
Association Buyers Guide puts your products  
and services in front of all the gen-set packagers, 
assemblers, distributors and consulting 
engineers. Distributed to the Power Gen 
readership of Diesel Progress and all the new and 
existing EGSA Members throughout the year. 
Bonus distribution: The EGSA Buying Guide 
is distributed at the Spring and Fall EGSA 
Conferences, and from the EGSA Booth at 
POWERGEN International. 

Diesel Progress covers ALL the 
markets for mobile hydraulics: 
on- and off-highway, 
marine, and at ALL levels; 
OEM’s, systems integrators, 
distribution and end users. 

Showcase your line of 
hydraulic equipment in these 
three targeted issues.

Advertise your products & 
services in these five power 
generation issues. 

Diesel Progress covers the 
markets for electrical power 
generation which includes new 
installations, portable prime, 
stand-by, distributed power 
and remote gen-sets. 

For more information, or to advertise, please contact Alister Williams: alister.williams@khl.com | +1 843 637 4127 

A KHL Group Publication MAY 2022

LIEBHERR’S 
H2 FUEL 

INJECTOR 

TERZO EXPANDS 
HYDRAPULSE  
LINE 

INTERVIEW: 
GENERAC  
CEO  
AARON  
JAGDFELD 
POSITIVE  
ABOUT  
POWER 

VANAIR’S NEW AIR N ARC 

YANMAR FUEL CELL BOAT 

CUMMINS’ 
MAJOR MOVES

A KHL Group Publication APRIL 2022
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26% 
of Diesel Progress’  

readers are involved in  
the purchase of  

Hydraulics  
components*

63% 
of Diesel Progress’  

readers are involved  
in the purchase of 

engines*

*SOURCE: SIGNET ADSTUDY® REPORT October 2021

MOBILE HYDRAULICS POWER GENERATION
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SPECIAL INSERT SPONSORSHIP

Part of the June Engine Yearbook, this informative 
insert provides a quick overview of the latest 
emissions standards in effect across various 

regions of the world. It’s a key 
resource that’s been extremely 

popular, especially with 
manufacturers that sell 
their machines globally.

A staple of the June Engine Yearbook issue, this 4 
page pull out insert provides a quick, at-a-glance 
reference of what engine manufacturers are 

actively selling engines in the 
North American markets, along 

with the horsepower range 
and fuels used. 

The Mobile Hydraulic Pumps & Motors Specs-At-
A-Glance enables readers of the September issue 
of Diesel Progress to see who’s selling pumps and 

motors into the mobile machinery 
markets in North America, 

along with the types of 
pumps and motors and 
their displacements.

The third New Power Progress Yearbook provides 
an informative “who’s who?” look at the growing list 
of suppliers of “new power” technologies, including 
hybrid systems, batteries, fuel cells, hydrogen 
technologies and controls, that are reshaping the 
vehicle, equipment, marine and stationary markets.

DISTRIBUTED WITH 
THE JUNE ISSUE

DISTRIBUTED WITH 
THE JUNE ISSUE

DISTRIBUTED WITH  
THE JULY-AUGUST ISSUE

DISTRIBUTED WITH  
THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE

ONLY ONE
 SPONSOR 
AVAILABLE 
FOR EACH 

INSERT

A GREAT WAY TO ESTABLISH YOUR COMPANY AS A PREMIER SUPPLIER 
TO MANUFACTURERS USING ENGINES AND HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS

   LOGO on the front cover and 
inside of insert

   PLUS Full-page advertisement 
on the back page

   Promoted on our e-newsletter 
Diesel News Network  
25,774 distribution

  Social media promotion 

   500 bonus copies for 
personal distribution

   Full circulation of  
Diesel Progress

   Bonus distribution at all  
Diesel Progress attended trade 
shows for 12 months

   Insert promoted on 
dieselprogress.com

   Yearlong visibility

SPONSORSHIP

 10,500   

 9,200

THE BENEFITS
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*SOURCE: Signet Adstudy October 2021

ENGINE SPECS-AT-A-GLANCE

NEW POWER PROGRESS YEARBOOK

EMISSIONS REGULATIONS-AT-A-GLANCE

MOBILE HYDRAULIC SPECS-AT-A-GLANCE
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©2021 Eaton. All rights reserved.

Commercial vehicles have demanding reliability, 
safety, and performance requirements. Electrification 
now adds battery range and charging speed to 
the list. Vehicle manufacturers are taking on these 
challenges, and integration with the right partners is 
key to that journey.

With broad electrical resources and a long legacy of 
vehicle expertise, Eaton is helping to facilitate vehicle 
electrification today, and collaborate with companies 
to improve the way the world moves in the future. 
Because that’s what matters.

We make what matters work.

*

Learn more at: Eaton.com/eMobility

We make the electric revolution work.*

SPONSORED BY:

SPONSORED BY

HYDRAULIC

MOTORS
PUMPS &

MOBILE

SPECS-AT-A-GLANCE

hydraforce.com

P R O U D LY  S P O N S O R E D  B Y

Hydraforce_Insert.indd   1Hydraforce_Insert.indd   1 31/08/2018   09:40:5631/08/2018   09:40:56
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JANUARY

2023 EDITORIAL PROGRAM

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY
COMPACT MACHINES FOR 

CONCRETE JOBS
SMALLER HORSEPOWER 
ENGINES & EQUIPMENT

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
TECHNOLOGY

POWER GENERATION  
SYSTEMS

TRUCK AND BUS  
TECHNOLOGY

“See it at the show…” 
component coverage

Mobile hydraulics

BONUS DISTRIBUTION: 
   World of Concrete  

January 16-19, 2023
   ConExpo-Con/Agg  

March 14-18, 2023
   IFPE March 14-18, 2023

“See it at the show…” 
component coverage

Power generation: portable power 
units

BONUS DISTRIBUTION: 
   ConExpo-Con/Agg  

March 14-18, 2023
   IFPE March 14-18, 2023

“See it at the show…” 
component coverage

The future of HMI in construction 
equipment

Mechanical powertrain report

Advances in heavy equipment 
power

BONUS DISTRIBUTION: 
   ConExpo-Con/Agg  

March 14-18, 2023
   IFPE March 14-18, 2023

STATIONARY 
BATTERY STORAGE 
SYSTEMS

Stationary power product 
development

Marine propulsion components

Control systems

HYBRID AND FULL 
ELECTRIC BUSES

On-highway drivetrain 
development

BONUS DISTRIBUTION: 
  ACT Expo May 1-4, 2023

PREVIEW 1 PREVIEW 2 SHOW ISSUE

FREE MARKET 
RESEARCH:

   FREE independent 
advertising research for 
full pages or larger

FREE MARKET RESEARCH
How do you measure recall and readership of your advertisements?
Advertise in the May issue of Diesel Progress with a full page or greater and we will  
provide you with an independent, detailed advertising report that not only measures recall and  
readership but also the awareness, familiarity and perception of your brand.

This independent brand feedback from our loyal readership can help  
you shape the strategic direction of your brand.

POWER SOURCING GUIDE
The Power Sourcing Guide is the 
industry’s most powerful buyer’s 
guide, directory, reference and search 
engine resource for professionals 
throughout the engine systems 
industries involved in the engineering 
and purchasing functions. For more 
information see page 15. 

ENGINESEMISSIONS GAS TURBINES

CONTROLS & INSTRUMENTATIONFUEL INJECTIONPOWER TRANSMISSION

POWER GENERATION ENGINE SYSTEMS MOBILE HYDRAULICS 

6 www.dieselprogress.com
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EDITORIAL DEADLINES
Editorial should be submitted to the editor no 
later than the 5th of the preceding month

For further details, or to submit material suitable for publication, 
please contact either:
Mike Brezonick: mike.brezonick@khl.com | +1 262 754 4112 
Chad Elmore: chad.elmore@khl.com | +1 262 754 4114

2023 EDITORIAL PROGRAM

JUNE JULY-AUG SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOV-DEC

44TH ANNUAL 
ENGINE YEARBOOK

34TH ANNUAL 
MOBILE HYDRAULICS 

SUPPLEMENT4TH ANNUAL  
NEW POWER 
PROGRESS  
YEARBOOK

POWER GENERATION 
TECHNOLOGY

CONSTRUCTION AND UTILITY 
EQUIPMENT

AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, 
TURF EQUIPMENT

POWER GENERATION 
TECHNOLOGY

Engine systems: cooling, fuel 
injection, turbochargers

SHOW DISTRIBUTION: 
   Distributed at all the 
major trade shows for one 
calendar year.

Battery electric off-road 
equipment development

Portable jobsite power sources

The Diesel Progress Horsepower 
Chart

Autonomous construction 
equipment

Trenchers and directional drills

Forecast 2024

BONUS DISTRIBUTION: 
   The Utility Expo (formerly 
ICUEE) TBD

   Diesel Progress Summit TBD

Drivetrain design

Fluids and filtration

Operator environment 
components

Worksite personnel transport 
development

BONUS DISTRIBUTION: 
   Equip Exposition (formerly 
GIE+Expo) TBD

   Agritechnica TBD

BEV CHARGING 
SYSTEMS

2023 Newsmaker of the Year

2023 Notable New Products of 
the Year

Innovative Uses of Horsepower

BONUS DISTRIBUTION: 
   International Workboat Show 

TBD
   PowerGen International TBD

EGSA BUYING GUIDE
The Electrical Generating Systems Association 
Buying Guide is the ultimate resource for the 
power generation industry. Advertisers in the 
2023 EGSA Buying Guide receive year-round 
visibility as an industry leader to the power 
generation community. ANNUAL  

BUYING  
GUIDE TO  
ON-SITE POWER  
GENERATION SYSTEMS  
AND SERVICES

Produced by KHL Group in cooperation with the 
Electrical Generating Systems Association (EGSA) 
as a service to the On-Site Power Industry.

NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE:

7www.dieselprogress.com

SPECIAL INSERTS:
    Engine Specs-At-A-
Glance

    Emissions Regulations- 
At-A-Glance

SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

SPECIAL INSERT:
    Mobile Hydraulics Pumps & 
Motors Specs-At-A-Glance

SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

  12-X rate 



MAGAZINE ADVERTISING RATES

NUMBER OF INSERTIONS

1 3 6 12 18 24

$12,600 $12,150 $11,775 $10,950 $10,770 $10,470 

€10,650 €10,230 €10,065 €9,360 €9,210 €8,970 

$8,400 $8,100 $7,850 $7,300 $7,180 $6,980

€7,100 €6,820 €6,710 €6,240 €6,140 €5,980

$6,520 $6,240 $6,020 $5,630 $5,570 $5,400

€5,500 €5,280 €5,140 €4,800 €4,720 €4,620

$6,410 $6,120 $5,670 $5,300 $5,200 $5,100

€5,200 €5,000 €4,830 €4,500 €4,430 €4,330

$6,410 $6,120 $5,670 $5,300 $5,200 $5,100

€5,200 €5,000 €4,830 €4,500 €4,430 €4,330

$4,100 $3,810 $3,730 $3,600 $3,430 $3,350

€3,630 €3,300 €3,250 €3,020 €2,940 €2,860

$4,100 $3,810 $3,730 $3,600 $3,430 $3,350

€3,630 €3,300 €3,250 €3,020 €2,940 €2,860

$3,630 $3,470 $3,360 $3,100 $3,000 $2,930

€3,100 €2,940 €2,840 €2,660 €2,580 €2,520

BLEED SIZE: Please add 0.125in 
(3mm) bleed to all edges of full page 
and DPS ad sizes.   

COLOR: CMYK only – do not use RGB 
or spot color

BONUS DIGITAL ISSUE: All 
advertisements are included in the 
digital version of the magazine and 
are linked to the company website. 
Please supply high resolution pdf 
files. 

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL

HALF PAGE ISLAND

THIRD PAGE HORIZONTAL

FULL PAGE

THIRD PAGE VERTICAL

HALF PAGE VERTICAL

QUARTER PAGE

16in W x 10.5in H  (406mm W x 267mm H)

6.75in W x 4.75in H  (171mm W x 121mm H)

4.75in W x 7in H  (120mm W x 180mm H)

6.75in W x 3.125in H  (171mm W x 79mm H)

8in W x 10.5in H (203mm W x 267mm H)

2in W x 9.75in H  (51mm W x 248mm H)

3.125in W x 9.75in H  (79mm W x 248mm H)

3.125in W x 4.75in H  (79mm W x 121mm H)

30% surcharge for cover positions (INSIDE FRONT COVER,  INSIDE BACK COVER, OUTSIDE BACK COVER)

8 www.dieselprogress.com



CREATIVE PRINT ADVERTISING 

UNIQUE ADVERTISING POSITIONS FOR SHOW GUIDE ISSUES OR SUPPORTING PRODUCT LAUNCHES 
OFFER A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR SOME HIGH IMPACT, HIGH VISIBILITY MARKETING

 BARN DOOR
A split cover revealing your advert 
comprising of a full page and two half 
page verticals.

 BELLY BAND/WRAPAROUND   
Your belly band wrapped 
around the magazine with 
the option of linking to  
your double page spread 
of advertising inside the 
magazine.  

 SUPPLEMENT
A supplement bound in the 
magazine consisting of four 
or eight pages. 

 GATEFOLD: COVER POSITION
Three pages of advertising opening out as a gatefold 

 from either the front cover or back cover.

 GATEFOLD: INSIDE POSTION
Four pages of  
advertising opening  
out as a gatefold.  POSTCARD

Attach a postcard to the front cover of the 
magazine for high visibility marketing that 
every subscriber will see and be engaged. 

 BOOKMARK
You can guarantee all subscribers see 
your advertisement with a bookmark 
added to your ad or highlighted with a 
tabbed insert. 

Other options are available

Liebherr at the Bauma 2013Visit us at Bauma, Munich 15 to 21 April

Open air exhibition stand 809-813 and 

1003/2, Components in hall A4, booth115.

www.liebherr-bauma.com

Meet innovation. 
Discover diversity.

The Group

2007-022 BarnDoor AZ Bauma_07+++.indd   1-3

31.01.13   19:12
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THE DIESEL PROGRESS 

HORSEPOWER CHART

KOHLERNEW WALK-IN 
ENCLOSURES

DEUTZPOWERHOUSE
ALLISONFRAC TRAN

ENGINE HORSEPOWER

Sampling of manufacturers’ output 

demonstrates how important engines 

still are. By Mike Brezonick

Mhese are interesting times for 
engines. With much of today’s news focusing 

on electrification, batteries, fuel cells and 

all of the other “new” power options, 

internal combustion engines, easily one 

of the world’s workhorse technologies 

almost since the days of Nikolas Otto 

and Rudolf Diesel, are being somewhat 

overlooked. 
That’s probably not surprising in one 

sense, as it’s natural to be attracted to 

the newest and latest thing. And it might 

also be because engines are so ubiquitous, 

they’re almost easy to forget. Does 

anybody ever think about the engine in 

their car or recognize that engines are a 

critical part of growing and harvesting 

their food and bringing it to market? 

Probably only when something goes 
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X-FACTOR FOR 

TRANSFER 
SWITCHES

Your Tier 4 power solution is built on 80 years of engineering 

expertise. Easy to integrate into your machine design, 

our dependable power solutions consistently deliver high 

performance for you. Working with the world’s leading 

construction equipment manufacturers, our Tier 4 solutions 

are designed with you in mind.

www.tier4air.com/ic

The new Perkins Tier 4 engines. 

The heart of every great machine.

.    
Your machine can have it  al l .

innovationyears

80
of

See the launch of our exciting new engines 

at our stand: Hall 5b, Aisle J, Stand 002

16 -21 April 2012 

Paris, Nord Villepinte exhibition centre
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Sampling of manufacturers’ output 

demonstrates how important engines 

still are. By Mike Brezonick

Mhese are interesting times for 
engines. With much of today’s news focusing 

on electrification, batteries, fuel cells and 

all of the other “new” power options, 

internal combustion engines, easily one 

of the world’s workhorse technologies 

almost since the days of Nikolas Otto 

and Rudolf Diesel, are being somewhat 

overlooked. 

That’s probably not surprising in one 

sense, as it’s natural to be attracted to 

the newest and latest thing. And it might 

also be because engines are so ubiquitous, 

they’re almost easy to forget. Does 

anybody ever think about the engine in 

their car or recognize that engines are a 

critical part of growing and harvesting 

their food and bringing it to market? 

Probably only when something goes 
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As the industry continues to scramble toward zero-carbon alternatives – and what other word 
than scramble fits. considering the myriad options and potential implementation dates 

that have been thrown around? – it’s very clear that hydrogen is going to be a big part of everyone’s 
future. And perhaps it’s not just because hydrogen is what’s used by fuel cells but rather due to its 
promise as a potential zero-emissions fuel for internal combustion engines.

Hydrogen engines are not a new concept. Back in the Stone Age (aka the late 1990s), Ford was 
experimenting with engines operating on hydrogen. I had the opportunity to see it when it was an 
R&D project, installed in an airport-style shuttle vehicle. From a passenger’s point of view, it was 
difficult to see much difference in performance between it and a conventional vehicle. That was 
the era when manufacturers seemed more able to tinker with all sorts of technologies (gas turbines, 
Wankel engines, etc.) without raising the ire of the financial types. 

Now, with zero-carbon mandates coming at some point, a lot of things are being considered 
and re-considered, with more urgency. Thus, we are seeing a plethora of announcements (some 
reported elsewhere in this issue) from engine manufacturers and suppliers talking about new research 
concerning hydrogen IC engines. 

And they’re coming from some of the most significant players across the industry – Cummins, 
Rolls-Royce, JCB, FPT, Scania, INNIO Jenbacher, Mahle, Westport Fuel Systems, AVL List and 
Tupy, the South American foundry that probably produces as many heavy-duty engine blocks as 
anyone. No doubt others are also working on it in labs around the world. 

Some may see this as dinosaurs trying to hold onto a dying technology in the light of the incoming 
meteors of new power. Yet it makes more than just business sense to see if hydrogen IC engines are 
up to the twin challenges of hitting emissions targets while still being able to do real work in the real 
world.

Elsewhere in this issue you’ll see the inaugural Diesel Progress Horsepower Chart and though it’s 
nowhere near comprehensive, it does provide a sliver of a glimpse as to just how much horsepower 
is really used in the modern world. If and when engines finally leave the stage, they’ll leave behind 
some awfully big shoes for other technologies to fill. And it’s been stated by those in position to 
know best – see this space in the June issue – some of those technologies will be in development for 
some time to come. 

If hydrogen engines are viable, they could be a great interim step – something familiar, something 
everyone understands, yet still a real step forward. Here’s hoping.
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As the industry continues to scramble toward zero-carbon alternatives – and what other word 
than scramble fits. considering the myriad options and potential implementation dates 

that have been thrown around? – it’s very clear that hydrogen is going to be a big part of everyone’s 
future. And perhaps it’s not just because hydrogen is what’s used by fuel cells but rather due to its 
promise as a potential zero-emissions fuel for internal combustion engines.

Hydrogen engines are not a new concept. Back in the Stone Age (aka the late 1990s), Ford was 
experimenting with engines operating on hydrogen. I had the opportunity to see it when it was an 
R&D project, installed in an airport-style shuttle vehicle. From a passenger’s point of view, it was 
difficult to see much difference in performance between it and a conventional vehicle. That was 
the era when manufacturers seemed more able to tinker with all sorts of technologies (gas turbines, 
Wankel engines, etc.) without raising the ire of the financial types. 

Now, with zero-carbon mandates coming at some point, a lot of things are being considered 
and re-considered, with more urgency. Thus, we are seeing a plethora of announcements (some 
reported elsewhere in this issue) from engine manufacturers and suppliers talking about new research 
concerning hydrogen IC engines. 

And they’re coming from some of the most significant players across the industry – Cummins, 
Rolls-Royce, JCB, FPT, Scania, INNIO Jenbacher, Mahle, Westport Fuel Systems, AVL List and 
Tupy, the South American foundry that probably produces as many heavy-duty engine blocks as 
anyone. No doubt others are also working on it in labs around the world. 

Some may see this as dinosaurs trying to hold onto a dying technology in the light of the incoming 
meteors of new power. Yet it makes more than just business sense to see if hydrogen IC engines are 
up to the twin challenges of hitting emissions targets while still being able to do real work in the real 
world.

Elsewhere in this issue you’ll see the inaugural Diesel Progress Horsepower Chart and though it’s 
nowhere near comprehensive, it does provide a sliver of a glimpse as to just how much horsepower 
is really used in the modern world. If and when engines finally leave the stage, they’ll leave behind 
some awfully big shoes for other technologies to fill. And it’s been stated by those in position to 
know best – see this space in the June issue – some of those technologies will be in development for 
some time to come. 

If hydrogen engines are viable, they could be a great interim step – something familiar, something 
everyone understands, yet still a real step forward. Here’s hoping.
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As the industry continues to scramble toward zero-carbon alternatives – and what other word 

than scramble fits. considering the myriad options and potential implementation dates 

that have been thrown around? – it’s very clear that hydrogen is going to be a big part of everyone’s 

future. And perhaps it’s not just because hydrogen is what’s used by fuel cells but rather due to its 

promise as a potential zero-emissions fuel for internal combustion engines.

Hydrogen engines are not a new concept. Back in the Stone Age (aka the late 1990s), Ford was 

experimenting with engines operating on hydrogen. I had the opportunity to see it when it was an 

R&D project, installed in an airport-style shuttle vehicle. From a passenger’s point of view, it was 

difficult to see much difference in performance between it and a conventional vehicle. That was 

the era when manufacturers seemed more able to tinker with all sorts of technologies (gas turbines, 

Wankel engines, etc.) without raising the ire of the financial types. 

Now, with zero-carbon mandates coming at some point, a lot of things are being considered 

and re-considered, with more urgency. Thus, we are seeing a plethora of announcements (some 

reported elsewhere in this issue) from engine manufacturers and suppliers talking about new research 

concerning hydrogen IC engines. 

And they’re coming from some of the most significant players across the industry – Cummins, 

Rolls-Royce, JCB, FPT, Scania, INNIO Jenbacher, Mahle, Westport Fuel Systems, AVL List and 

Tupy, the South American foundry that probably produces as many heavy-duty engine blocks as 

anyone. No doubt others are also working on it in labs around the world. 

Some may see this as dinosaurs trying to hold onto a dying technology in the light of the incoming 

meteors of new power. Yet it makes more than just business sense to see if hydrogen IC engines are 

up to the twin challenges of hitting emissions targets while still being able to do real work in the real 

world.
Elsewhere in this issue you’ll see the inaugural Diesel Progress Horsepower Chart and though it’s 

nowhere near comprehensive, it does provide a sliver of a glimpse as to just how much horsepower 

is really used in the modern world. If and when engines finally leave the stage, they’ll leave behind 

some awfully big shoes for other technologies to fill. And it’s been stated by those in position to 

know best – see this space in the June issue – some of those technologies will be in development for 

some time to come. 

If hydrogen engines are viable, they could be a great interim step – something familiar, something 

everyone understands, yet still a real step forward. Here’s hoping.
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Sampling of manufacturers’ output 

demonstrates how important engines 

still are. By Mike Brezonick

Mhese are interesting times for 
engines. With much of today’s news focusing 

on electrification, batteries, fuel cells and 
all of the other “new” power options, 
internal combustion engines, easily one 
of the world’s workhorse technologies 
almost since the days of Nikolas Otto 
and Rudolf Diesel, are being somewhat 
overlooked. 

That’s probably not surprising in one 
sense, as it’s natural to be attracted to 
the newest and latest thing. And it might 

also be because engines are so ubiquitous, 

they’re almost easy to forget. Does 

anybody ever think about the engine in 
their car or recognize that engines are a 
critical part of growing and harvesting 
their food and bringing it to market? 
Probably only when something goes 
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Effi ciency focus

70 ft (21.3 m) deep using 68 mm-
diameter rods. Th e drill bit life was said 
to be 1,100 to 1,200 ft (335 to 366 m) 
– about the same as the DTH rigs, while 
fuel consumption was lower.

Cat Drills commercial manager Matt 
Jacobs said, “We saw similar results in an earlier trial at a Tower 
Rock limestone quarry near St. Genevieve, Missouri.  Th at site 
has softer rock conditions and the MD5150C dramatically 
outpaced a competitor’s DTH drill.” He added that hole 
deviation was also not an issue.

Atlas Copco meanwhile has launched the FlexiRoc T25R top 
hammer rig, which is designed for 45 – 57 mm hole diameters, 
but which can cover a fuller range of 38 – 64 mm. It is fi tted 
with a 14 kW COP 1435 rock drill.

Product Manager Marcus Leu, said, “A number of large 
infrastructure projects are either underway or being planned 
right now, not least in the Nordic countries, and this, together 
with the growth and expansion of the big cities, is generating an 
increasing amount of drilling and blasting work.”

Like the larger FlexiRoc T30 R, FlexiRoc T25 R is based on a 
well proven design platform developed in the 1990s and which 
has since been successively updated and refi ned. Even though 
it has been produced initially for the Scandinavian market, the 
FlexiROC T25 R will be available worldwide. 

Innovations like this rig and others go to show that improving 
effi  ciency in quarries is not just about the latest equipment with 
the most effi  cient engines. Buying fl exible machines which 
can cover a number of roles can have its place, and it is clearly 
critical to make sure all equipment is well-matched and working 
well together. iC

Dragline acquisition
New workhorse for German gravel pit

T he Hans Wolf group of companies in Straubing, Germany has bought a 40 tonne 
capacity Sennebogen 640 HD duty cycle crawler crane to use as a dragline for gravel 
extraction.

The group has several sand and gravel pits in Lower Bavaria and the Upper Palatinate along 
the River Danube, and has used draglines for decades. Its latest acquisition excavates some 
1,500 m3 per day to depths of about 6 m using a 2.5 yd3 (1.9 m3) drag bucket.

The onboard components on the 640 HD include a 186 kW Cat engine and 12 tonne 
capacity freefall winch, which provide the pulling force for the bucket. According to operator 
Karl Schwaiger, the crane can comfortably move 150 m3 per hour.

Atlas Copco’s FlexiRoc T25R 
top hammer rig can drill hole 

diameters up to 64 mm.

Great Lakes Aggregates moved to a combination of Flex-Mat 
3 and Hyper Slot screening media for its 1 million tonne 
per year Sylvania Minerals Quarry limestone facility in 
South Rockwood, US. The company said the Flex-Mat 3 had 
eliminated pervious problems it had seen with binding of 
material in the screening media, while the Hyper Slot made a 
huge difference to fines removal.

William Thompson & Son of Dumbarton, 
UK bought the first Caterpillar 972M 
XE wheeled loader in the UK at the 
end of last year. Cat says the machine 
offers -25% less fuel consumption than 
competitive machines thanks to its 
advanced powertrain.
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MIXING TECHNOLOGY
In the mix

When it comes to major projects, a steady supply 

of high-quality asphalt or concrete can be a key 

ingredient to success. The latest generation of 

mixing plants can help achieve this while improving 

environmental performance.

W hen it comes to big projects on tight timescales, 
keeping material fl owing – be it concrete or asphalt 
– can be critical to the overall success. But these days 

it is not enough to keep producing material and meet quality 
standards. Th ere is a bigger emphasis than ever on using recycled 
materials, particularly in the road sector. 

Th is means that as well as being fuel-effi  cient and easy to 
transport, the latest generation of mixing plants also have to be 
able to incorporate high percentages of old asphalt, while still 
hitting those key quality standards and project deadlines.

Th e Fayat Group is one of the big names in the materials 
mixing sector, and at Intermat in Paris, France earlier this year 
there was lots on show from the French company at this ‘home’ 
exhibition.

Its subsidiary Marini introduced a new 6 tonne asphalt mixer, 
which is targeted towards applications where recycled asphalt 
pavement (RAP) is being incorporated.

Marini said that the traditional way of incorporating RAP into 
mixes was to add it cold and rely on energy from over-heated 
aggregates to bring it up to temperature. Th e downside to this is 
that with high percentages of RAP in the mix, the new bitumen 
degrades by being overheated and there can be excessive volatile 
organic compound (VOC) fumes, which are a pollutant and 
health hazard.

Th e company said its new 6 tonne capacity mixer allows RAP 
and fresh aggregates to be brought up to temperature and any 
water in the RAP burnt off  before new bitumen is added. Th is 
reduces emissions and improves the quality of the fi nal asphalt. >

In the mix

An Ammann SpeedyBatch 280 plant 
is meeting the formidable challenge 

of producing 870,000 tonnes 
of asphalt for the 67 km Milan 

Motorway scheme in Italy.

Marini-Ermont has added a 160 tonne 
per hour plant to its Neo range of 
modular asphalt mixers.
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Rock limestone quarry near St. Genevieve, Missouri.  Th at site 
has softer rock conditions and the MD5150C dramatically 
outpaced a competitor’s DTH drill.” He added that hole 
deviation was also not an issue.

Atlas Copco meanwhile has launched the FlexiRoc T25R top 
hammer rig, which is designed for 45 – 57 mm hole diameters, 
but which can cover a fuller range of 38 – 64 mm. It is fi tted 
with a 14 kW COP 1435 rock drill.

Product Manager Marcus Leu, said, “A number of large 
infrastructure projects are either underway or being planned 
right now, not least in the Nordic countries, and this, together 
with the growth and expansion of the big cities, is generating an 
increasing amount of drilling and blasting work.”

Like the larger FlexiRoc T30 R, FlexiRoc T25 R is based on a 
well proven design platform developed in the 1990s and which 
has since been successively updated and refi ned. Even though 
it has been produced initially for the Scandinavian market, the 
FlexiROC T25 R will be available worldwide. 

Innovations like this rig and others go to show that improving 
effi  ciency in quarries is not just about the latest equipment with 
the most effi  cient engines. Buying fl exible machines which 
can cover a number of roles can have its place, and it is clearly 
critical to make sure all equipment is well-matched and working 
well together. iC

Dragline acquisition
New workhorse for German gravel pit

T he Hans Wolf group of companies in Straubing, Germany has bought a 40 tonne 
capacity Sennebogen 640 HD duty cycle crawler crane to use as a dragline for gravel 
extraction.

The group has several sand and gravel pits in Lower Bavaria and the Upper Palatinate along 
the River Danube, and has used draglines for decades. Its latest acquisition excavates some 
1,500 m3 per day to depths of about 6 m using a 2.5 yd3 (1.9 m3) drag bucket.

The onboard components on the 640 HD include a 186 kW Cat engine and 12 tonne 
capacity freefall winch, which provide the pulling force for the bucket. According to operator 
Karl Schwaiger, the crane can comfortably move 150 m3 per hour.

Atlas Copco’s FlexiRoc T25R 
top hammer rig can drill hole 

diameters up to 64 mm.

Great Lakes Aggregates moved to a combination of Flex-Mat 
3 and Hyper Slot screening media for its 1 million tonne 
per year Sylvania Minerals Quarry limestone facility in 
South Rockwood, US. The company said the Flex-Mat 3 had 
eliminated pervious problems it had seen with binding of 
material in the screening media, while the Hyper Slot made a 
huge difference to fines removal.

William Thompson & Son of Dumbarton, 
UK bought the first Caterpillar 972M 
XE wheeled loader in the UK at the 
end of last year. Cat says the machine 
offers -25% less fuel consumption than 
competitive machines thanks to its 
advanced powertrain.
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When it comes to major projects, a steady supply 

of high-quality asphalt or concrete can be a key 

ingredient to success. The latest generation of 

mixing plants can help achieve this while improving 

environmental performance.
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keeping material fl owing – be it concrete or asphalt 
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it is not enough to keep producing material and meet quality 
standards. Th ere is a bigger emphasis than ever on using recycled 
materials, particularly in the road sector. 

Th is means that as well as being fuel-effi  cient and easy to 
transport, the latest generation of mixing plants also have to be 
able to incorporate high percentages of old asphalt, while still 
hitting those key quality standards and project deadlines.

Th e Fayat Group is one of the big names in the materials 
mixing sector, and at Intermat in Paris, France earlier this year 
there was lots on show from the French company at this ‘home’ 
exhibition.

Its subsidiary Marini introduced a new 6 tonne asphalt mixer, 
which is targeted towards applications where recycled asphalt 
pavement (RAP) is being incorporated.

Marini said that the traditional way of incorporating RAP into 
mixes was to add it cold and rely on energy from over-heated 
aggregates to bring it up to temperature. Th e downside to this is 
that with high percentages of RAP in the mix, the new bitumen 
degrades by being overheated and there can be excessive volatile 
organic compound (VOC) fumes, which are a pollutant and 
health hazard.

Th e company said its new 6 tonne capacity mixer allows RAP 
and fresh aggregates to be brought up to temperature and any 
water in the RAP burnt off  before new bitumen is added. Th is 
reduces emissions and improves the quality of the fi nal asphalt. >
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An Ammann SpeedyBatch 280 plant 
is meeting the formidable challenge 

of producing 870,000 tonnes 
of asphalt for the 67 km Milan 

Motorway scheme in Italy.
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per hour plant to its Neo range of 
modular asphalt mixers.
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70 ft (21.3 m) deep using 68 mm-
diameter rods. Th e drill bit life was said 
to be 1,100 to 1,200 ft (335 to 366 m) 
– about the same as the DTH rigs, while 
fuel consumption was lower.

Cat Drills commercial manager Matt 
Jacobs said, “We saw similar results in an earlier trial at a Tower 
Rock limestone quarry near St. Genevieve, Missouri.  Th at site 
has softer rock conditions and the MD5150C dramatically 
outpaced a competitor’s DTH drill.” He added that hole 
deviation was also not an issue.

Atlas Copco meanwhile has launched the FlexiRoc T25R top 
hammer rig, which is designed for 45 – 57 mm hole diameters, 
but which can cover a fuller range of 38 – 64 mm. It is fi tted 
with a 14 kW COP 1435 rock drill.

Product Manager Marcus Leu, said, “A number of large 
infrastructure projects are either underway or being planned 
right now, not least in the Nordic countries, and this, together 
with the growth and expansion of the big cities, is generating an 
increasing amount of drilling and blasting work.”

Like the larger FlexiRoc T30 R, FlexiRoc T25 R is based on a 
well proven design platform developed in the 1990s and which 
has since been successively updated and refi ned. Even though 
it has been produced initially for the Scandinavian market, the 
FlexiROC T25 R will be available worldwide. 

Innovations like this rig and others go to show that improving 
effi  ciency in quarries is not just about the latest equipment with 
the most effi  cient engines. Buying fl exible machines which 
can cover a number of roles can have its place, and it is clearly 
critical to make sure all equipment is well-matched and working 
well together. iC

Dragline acquisition
New workhorse for German gravel pit

T he Hans Wolf group of companies in Straubing, Germany has bought a 40 tonne 
capacity Sennebogen 640 HD duty cycle crawler crane to use as a dragline for gravel 
extraction.

The group has several sand and gravel pits in Lower Bavaria and the Upper Palatinate along 
the River Danube, and has used draglines for decades. Its latest acquisition excavates some 
1,500 m3 per day to depths of about 6 m using a 2.5 yd3 (1.9 m3) drag bucket.

The onboard components on the 640 HD include a 186 kW Cat engine and 12 tonne 
capacity freefall winch, which provide the pulling force for the bucket. According to operator 
Karl Schwaiger, the crane can comfortably move 150 m3 per hour.

Atlas Copco’s FlexiRoc T25R 
top hammer rig can drill hole 

diameters up to 64 mm.

Great Lakes Aggregates moved to a combination of Flex-Mat 
3 and Hyper Slot screening media for its 1 million tonne 
per year Sylvania Minerals Quarry limestone facility in 
South Rockwood, US. The company said the Flex-Mat 3 had 
eliminated pervious problems it had seen with binding of 
material in the screening media, while the Hyper Slot made a 
huge difference to fines removal.

William Thompson & Son of Dumbarton, 
UK bought the first Caterpillar 972M 
XE wheeled loader in the UK at the 
end of last year. Cat says the machine 
offers -25% less fuel consumption than 
competitive machines thanks to its 
advanced powertrain.
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In the mix

When it comes to major projects, a steady supply 

of high-quality asphalt or concrete can be a key 

ingredient to success. The latest generation of 

mixing plants can help achieve this while improving 

environmental performance.

W hen it comes to big projects on tight timescales, 
keeping material fl owing – be it concrete or asphalt 
– can be critical to the overall success. But these days 

it is not enough to keep producing material and meet quality 
standards. Th ere is a bigger emphasis than ever on using recycled 
materials, particularly in the road sector. 

Th is means that as well as being fuel-effi  cient and easy to 
transport, the latest generation of mixing plants also have to be 
able to incorporate high percentages of old asphalt, while still 
hitting those key quality standards and project deadlines.

Th e Fayat Group is one of the big names in the materials 
mixing sector, and at Intermat in Paris, France earlier this year 
there was lots on show from the French company at this ‘home’ 
exhibition.

Its subsidiary Marini introduced a new 6 tonne asphalt mixer, 
which is targeted towards applications where recycled asphalt 
pavement (RAP) is being incorporated.

Marini said that the traditional way of incorporating RAP into 
mixes was to add it cold and rely on energy from over-heated 
aggregates to bring it up to temperature. Th e downside to this is 
that with high percentages of RAP in the mix, the new bitumen 
degrades by being overheated and there can be excessive volatile 
organic compound (VOC) fumes, which are a pollutant and 
health hazard.

Th e company said its new 6 tonne capacity mixer allows RAP 
and fresh aggregates to be brought up to temperature and any 
water in the RAP burnt off  before new bitumen is added. Th is 
reduces emissions and improves the quality of the fi nal asphalt. >

In the mix

An Ammann SpeedyBatch 280 plant 
is meeting the formidable challenge 

of producing 870,000 tonnes 
of asphalt for the 67 km Milan 

Motorway scheme in Italy.

Marini-Ermont has added a 160 tonne 
per hour plant to its Neo range of 
modular asphalt mixers.
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ENGINE HORSEPOWER

Sampling of manufacturers’ output 
demonstrates how important engines 
still are. By Mike Brezonick

Mhese are interesting times for 
engines. 

With much of today’s news focusing 
on electrification, batteries, fuel cells and 
all of the other “new” power options, 
internal combustion engines, easily one 
of the world’s workhorse technologies 
almost since the days of Nikolas Otto 
and Rudolf Diesel, are being somewhat 
overlooked. 

That’s probably not surprising in one 
sense, as it’s natural to be attracted to 
the newest and latest thing. And it might 
also be because engines are so ubiquitous, 
they’re almost easy to forget. Does 

anybody ever think about the engine in 
their car or recognize that engines are a 
critical part of growing and harvesting 
their food and bringing it to market? 
Probably only when something goes 
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Dependable power and quality – 
a solution that’s right for you.
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Effi ciency focus

70 ft (21.3 m) deep using 68 mm-

diameter rods. Th e drill bit life was said 

to be 1,100 to 1,200 ft (335 to 366 m) 

– about the same as the DTH rigs, while 

fuel consumption was lower.
Cat Drills commercial manager Matt 

Jacobs said, “We saw similar results in an earlier trial at a Tower 

Rock limestone quarry near St. Genevieve, Missouri.  Th at site 

has softer rock conditions and the MD5150C dramatically 

outpaced a competitor’s DTH drill.” He added that hole 

deviation was also not an issue.
Atlas Copco meanwhile has launched the FlexiRoc T25R top 

hammer rig, which is designed for 45 – 57 mm hole diameters, 

but which can cover a fuller range of 38 – 64 mm. It is fi tted 

with a 14 kW COP 1435 rock drill.

Product Manager Marcus Leu, said, “A number of large 

infrastructure projects are either underway or being planned 

right now, not least in the Nordic countries, and this, together 

with the growth and expansion of the big cities, is generating an 

increasing amount of drilling and blasting work.”

Like the larger FlexiRoc T30 R, FlexiRoc T25 R is based on a 

well proven design platform developed in the 1990s and which 

has since been successively updated and refi ned. Even though 

it has been produced initially for the Scandinavian market, the 

FlexiROC T25 R will be available worldwide. 

Innovations like this rig and others go to show that improving 

effi  ciency in quarries is not just about the latest equipment with 

the most effi  cient engines. Buying fl exible machines which 

can cover a number of roles can have its place, and it is clearly 

critical to make sure all equipment is well-matched and working 

well together. 

iC

Dragline acquisition
New workhorse for German gravel pitT he Hans Wolf group of companies in Straubing, Germany has bought a 40 tonne 

capacity Sennebogen 640 HD duty cycle crawler crane to use as a dragline for gravel 

extraction.The group has several sand and gravel pits in Lower Bavaria and the Upper Palatinate along 

the River Danube, and has used draglines for decades. Its latest acquisition excavates some 

1,500 m3 per day to depths of about 6 m using a 2.5 yd3 (1.9 m3) drag bucket.

The onboard components on the 640 HD include a 186 kW Cat engine and 12 tonne 

capacity freefall winch, which provide the pulling force for the bucket. According to operator 

Karl Schwaiger, the crane can comfortably move 150 m3 per hour.

Atlas Copco’s FlexiRoc T25R 
top hammer rig can drill hole 

diameters up to 64 mm.

Great Lakes Aggregates moved to a combination of Flex-Mat 

3 and Hyper Slot screening media for its 1 million tonne 

per year Sylvania Minerals Quarry limestone facility in 

South Rockwood, US. The company said the Flex-Mat 3 had 

eliminated pervious problems it had seen with binding of 

material in the screening media, while the Hyper Slot made a 

huge difference to fines removal.

William Thompson & Son of Dumbarton, 

UK bought the first Caterpillar 972M 

XE wheeled loader in the UK at the 

end of last year. Cat says the machine 

offers -25% less fuel consumption than 

competitive machines thanks to its 

advanced powertrain.
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POWERHOUSE

ALLISON
FRAC TRAN

ENGINE HORSEPOWER

Sampling of manufacturers’ output 
demonstrates how important engines 
still are. By Mike Brezonick

Mhese are interesting times for 
engines. 

With much of today’s news focusing 
on electrification, batteries, fuel cells and 
all of the other “new” power options, 
internal combustion engines, easily one 
of the world’s workhorse technologies 
almost since the days of Nikolas Otto 
and Rudolf Diesel, are being somewhat 
overlooked. 

That’s probably not surprising in one 
sense, as it’s natural to be attracted to 
the newest and latest thing. And it might 
also be because engines are so ubiquitous, 
they’re almost easy to forget. Does 

anybody ever think about the engine in 
their car or recognize that engines are a 
critical part of growing and harvesting 
their food and bringing it to market? 
Probably only when something goes 
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DIESEL PROGRESS WEBSITE

LEADERBOARD 
High profile position to promote, 
brand, exhibition or product lines. 
Run of site

 3,930    3,485 

SPONSORED 
CONTENT 1
Whether you want to build brand 
awareness or drive leads for your 
business, this format can do it all.

 5,620    5,000

MPU 1
High profile position to promote, 
brand, exhibition or product lines. 
Run of site.

 3,930    3,485 

WALLPAPER  
Unique to one company this ad 
position is visible throughout  
the entire website.

 4,355    3,885

SPONSORED 
CONTENT 2
Whether you want to build brand 
awareness or drive leads for your 
business, this format can do it all.

 3,860    3,485

300 x 100
Engage with our readers when 
they visit the Diesel Progress 
website. Run of site.

 1,415    1,220

MPU 2 Run of site 

 2,245    2,025

MPU 3, MPU 4 Run of site

 2,205    1,985

WEBSITE

45,684
PAGE VIEWS/MONTH

21,047 
UNIQUE VISITORS

2:22 
SESSION TIME

TOP 10 LOCATIONS
1 UNITED STATES

2 UNITED KINGDOM

3 GERMANY

4 CANADA

5 JAPAN

6 ITALY

7 FRANCE

8 NETHERLANDS

9 INDIA

10 ROMANIA

SOURCE: GOOGLE ANALYTICS 
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DIESEL PROGRESS e-NEWSLETTER

TOP BANNER 
High visibility branding in industry 
leading newsletter.

 2,250    1,970 

MIDDLE BANNER 
Excellent brand building position 
within high quality editorial 
content.

 1,685    1,575 

BUTTON 
Cost effective digital branding.

 1,350    1,235 

BOTTOM BANNER 
Branding opportunity within 
industry leading newsletter.

 1,575    1,460 

SPONSORED 
CONTENT 
Whether you want to build brand 
awareness or drive leads for your 
business, this format can do it all.

Maximum two sponsored content  
slots per newsletter 

 2,810    2,470 

NEWSLETTER

25,123
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION

40.18% 
OPEN RATE

24.75%
CLICK THROUGH RATE  

AVERAGE CLICK THROUGH RATE  
BY POSITION

SPONSORED CONTENT: 3.35%
BANNER: 1.19%
BUTTON: 0.19%

TOP 10 LOCATIONS
1 UNITED STATES

2 CANADA

3 UNITED KINGDOM

4 GERMANY

5 INDIA

6 ITALY

7 FRANCE

8 JAPAN

9 SWEDEN

10 AUSTRALIA

Materials are due one week prior 
to mail date. Send all materials and 

links to: production@khl.com

11www.dieselprogress.com



e-NEWSLETTER PROMOTION

36,789
DISTRIBUTION

257,000+
 COMBINED VIEWS

7
 NEWSLETTERS

3 X  CAMPAIGNS PRE-SHOW

3 X  CAMPAIGNS DURING THE 
SHOW

1 X   REVIEW POST SHOW

NEWSLETTER

SPONSOR BANNERS
Branding opportunity, drive leads  
to your website. All sponsor 
banners rotated after each issue.

Limited to 4 advertisers

 11,540    10,000   

TOP BANNER 
Guaranteed top position for all  
7 issues of the newsletter.

Limited to 1 advertiser

 13,850    12,000   

SPONSORED  
CONTENT
Highly prominent position to  
dominate newsletter with space  
to expand your message. 

Limited to 1 advertiser

 17,300    15,000   

BUTTON BANNERS 
Cost effective digital branding.

Limited to 3 advertisers

 4,615    4,000   

Diesel Progress’ newsletter for CONEXPO-CON/AGG 
& IFPE 2023 brings the latest news and videos on 
new product launches and other key news before, 
during and after the show.

LIVE REPORTING
During the event, editors will report live news from the shows to be sent out in 
three daily newsletters. Visitors regularly monitor these on their mobile devices 
during the event to get the latest information and news. The newsletters also 
provide a rich source of information for those not attending the shows.
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DIESEL PROGRESS DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

$0.65  €0.60/NAME
 3,500 minimum   3,200 minimum

EBLASTS

SPONSORED NEWSLETTER

WHITE PAPERS

Diesel Progress has a global database of active 
decision makers. Rent this list to drive leads, promote 

events, and increase sales. Please allow a 15% 
reduction to accommodate data permissions.

Like so many others, our audience is crying out for  
good quality information to help them run their 

business better and more efficiently. 

Price on application

PRODUCT LAUNCH PACKAGES

Branding on a newsletter dedicated to your company 
sent to our readers. Supply content and artwork and 
our production team will design a newsletter to send 

out on your behalf. A great way to advertise your 
products and services in a format our readers are 

familiar with.

PRICE PER ISSUE FROM    8,450     6,500 

REMARKETING

Amplify your message and engage with a  
targeted audience that is interested in your  

products and services

BASE COST    7,500     6,500
Includes project setup, brand safety, 250,000 impressions and optimization.

ADDITIONAL IMPRESSIONS    3,000     2,600
Per 250,000 impressions.

Use Diesel Progress to promote your new  
products and services. Diesel Progress can offer a 

blended marketing approach including:

...to drive awareness and more importantly sales. 

With uncertainty surrounding live shows, more and 
more clients are finding this method a good cost 

effective alternative. And we have the audience to 
make it work for you.

●    Remarketing

●    Digital banners

●    Social media campaigns

●    eBlasts

●    Fully hosted webinar

What is remarketing?
Remarketing is the process of (anonymously) following or tracking 
website visitors online after they have left a website site where they 
are served advertisements via a cookie. A cookie is a piece of data 
that embeds itself in the browser of the user, enabling tracking of the 
websites they visit.

Who is remarketing good for?
Remarketing is an effective and helpful digital marketing strategy for 
every type of business, selling any kind of product or service. Small 
to medium sized businesses, and large corporations alike can benefit 
from remarketing.

What does this mean for visitors?
Remarketing is designed to make the advertising experience 
as friendly to the consumer as possible. People are constantly 
bombarded by advertisements for things they are not interested in. 
Remarketing tries to combat this, connecting customers to business 
as easily and painlessly as possible. 

How KHL’s remarketing advertising works

REGULAR VISITORS
DIRECTORIES/GUIDES
SEARCH ENGINE RESULT
CONFERENCES & AWARDS
EXHIBITIONS
PODCASTS & VIDEOS
GOOGLE AD-WORDS

16 MAGAZINES

4 
NEWS 
APPS

15 NEWSLETTERS

54 SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS

    

WEBSITES INCLUDE
KHL Construction 
KHL Power
KHL Lectura Specs
Off-Highway Research

Unique targeted advertising to construction and power professionals. 

KHL uses this unique captured data to amplify your message to a targeted  
audience of users and buyers, displaying your message on other sites they visit.

Visitors to KHL sites pick up 
tracking cookies in their browsers

TWITTER FACEBOOK LINKEDIN GOOGLE AD NETWORK YOUTUBE INSTAGRAM

EXAMPLES OF HOW THE BANNERS COULD BE DISPLAY 

KHL draws 300,000+ unique visitors per month to its sites
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DP AND NPP SUMMITS

DIESEL PROGRESS SUMMIT

www.dieselprogresssummit.com

The fifth annual Diesel Progress Summit is a one-day 
conference and awards dinner for the engine and powertrain 
technology industry. 

Dramatic changes in the engine and powertrain industry are being driven by emissions 
regulations and advances in hybrid and electrification technologies. There has never been  
a greater need for relevant and authoritative information and the Diesel Progress Summit 
delivers like no other event. 

For more sponsorship opportunities please contact: Alister Williams: alister.williams@khl.com | +1 843 637 4127 

www.newpowerprogresssummit.com

The New Power Progress Summit is a one-day event highlighting 
the products, technology and application of “alternative” 
technologies, including electrification, fuel cells, hydrogen and 
alternative fuels. The event is organized by the highly experienced 
team at Diesel Progress, which has been documenting the 
development of new power technologies for decades.

Significant new technologies are beginning to play in increasingly important role on 
on-highway, off-highway and marine markets worldwide. The New Power Progress Summit  
will provide an authoritative look at the technologies that are leading the march toward  
a carbon-free future. 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Sponsoring the Summit gives you the opportunity to promote your company, brand, 
products and services to the key decision makers in the powertrain technology industry. 
There are a range of sponsorship packages available to suit all budgets which all offer a 
table top exhibition stand.

As soon as you sign up as a sponsor your brand exposure will begin, with your logo seen 
on all pre-event marketing materials, including magazines, newsletters, websites, e-casts 
and promotion displays. Increase the return on your investment by booking early.
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ENGINESEMISSIONS GAS TURBINES

CONTROLS & INSTRUMENTATIONFUEL INJECTIONPOWER TRANSMISSION

POWER GENERATION ENGINE SYSTEMS MOBILE HYDRAULICS 

POWER SOURCING GUIDE

Engineers, designers and specifiers are always looking for information on 
new component options for their machines and power systems. And for 87 
years, they’ve turned to the Power Sourcing Guide as the place to find more 
information on a broader range of technologies than anywhere else. 

In both print and web versions, and chockful of critical information on emissions regulations, international fluid power 
standards and company information, the Power Sourcing Guide is an effective way to promote your products and 
technologies to the people that buy them.

www.powersourcingguide.com

l   EMISSIONS 

l   ENGINES

l   GAS TURBINES

For more information, or to advertise, please contact  
Gabriele Dinsel: gabriele.dinsel@khl.com | +49 (0)711 3416 7471 

ADDITIONAL ONLINE 
BENEFITS: 

  Fully searchable

  Increase traffic to your website

  Connect to customers faster

  Get discovered easily

  Brand awareness

ADVERTISING BENEFITS:    
   Annual Print and Digital Issue 

with worldwide circulation

   Annual Online Profile with news 
and media

   Secondary listings for divisional 
offices

   Distributor Directory 

   Product Directory 

   Targeted website adverting

   Searchable specifications for 
key product groups

   Custom tables for additional 
products

   Profile links from website 
articles

ORGANIZED INTO NINE EASY TO NAVIGATE SECTIONS
l   POWER GENERATION

l   ENGINE SYSTEMS

l   POWER TRANSMISSIONS

l   FUEL INJECTION

l   CONTROLS & INSTRUMENTATION

l   HYDRAULICS

One price for 12 months of print and digital promotion

41,300
DIGITAL CIRCULATION

  Diesel Progress

  Diesel Progress International

   Diesel & Gas Turbine 
Worldwide

  COMPRESSORTECH2

4,000
PRINT

REQUESTED COPIES
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CONTACT US

USA & KOREA
Alister Williams
+1 843 637 4127 
alister.williams@khl.com 

USA
Josh Kunz
+1 414 379 2672
 josh.kunz@khl.com

USA
Thomas Kavooras
+1 312 929 3478
thomas.kavooras@khl.com

USA
Daniel Brindley
+1 262 754 4131
daniel.brindley@khl.com

USA
Niki Trucksa
+1 262 754 5131
niki.trucksa@khl.com 

MAINLAND EUROPE
Gabriele Dinsel
+49 (0)711 3416 7471 
gabriele.dinsel@khl.com

UK/MAINLAND EUROPE
Petra Kaiser
+49 (0)711 3416 7472
petra.kaiser@khl.com

ITALY/BENELUX/SCANDINAVIA
Roberta Prandi 
+39 (0)0464 014 421
roberta.prandi@khl.com 

ALISTER WILLIAMS
Global Vice President of Sales
+1 843 637 4127
alister.williams@khl.com

MIKE BREZONICK 
VP Editorial Power Division
+1 262 754 4112
mike.brezonick@khl.com 

CHAD ELMORE
Managing Editor
+1 262 754 4114
chad.elmore@khl.com

BECKY SCHULTZ
Senior Editor 
+1 262 754 4138
becky.schultz@khl.com 

JULIAN BUCKLEY
Editorial Contributor
+44 (0)7710 096 684
julian.buckley@khl.com

USA WAUKESHA OFFICE 
20855 Watertown Road, Suite 220,  
Waukesha, WI 53186-1873, USA 
+1 262 754 4100 
www.dieselprogress.com 

USA HEAD OFFICE 
KHL Group Americas LLC
14269 N 87th Street, Suite 205
Scottsdale, AZ 85260, USA
+1 480 630 0793   

USA CHICAGO OFFICE 
KHL Group Americas LLC
205 W. Randolph Street, Suite 1320, 
Chicago, IL 60606, USA
+1 312 496 3314

UNITED KINGDOM (Head Office)
KHL Group LLP
Southfields, Southview Road,  
Wadhurst, East Sussex, TN5 6TP, UK
+44 (0)1892 784 088  

GERMANY OFFICE 
KHL Group, Niemöllerstr. 9
73760 Ostfildern (Stuttgart), Germany.
+49 (0)711 3416 7471

CHINA OFFICE 
KHL Group China 
Room 769, Poly Plaza, No.14, South Dong 
Zhi Men Street, Dong Cheng District, 
Beijing 100027, P.R. China 
+86 (0)10 6553 6676 

SOUTH AMERICA OFFICE 
KHL Group Américas LLC 
Av. Manquehue 151, of 1108, Las Condes, 
Santiago, Chile 
+56 2 2885 0321 

KHL OFFICES

DIESEL PROGRESS TEAM

GLOBAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES

JAPAN
Michihiro Kawahara
+81 (0)3 32123671
kawahara@rayden.jp 

CHINA
Cathy Yao
+86 (0)10 6553 6676
cathy.yao@khl.com 

www.khl.com www.dieselprogress.com


